Sales in a Box
Turbo-charge your sales with best-in-class Sales
Solution with the quickest implementation
Leverage the combined power of MS Dynamics CRM Sales,
with ‘SPEED’ - a best-practices driven sales implementation
methodology, that gives you the best ROI in the shortest
possible time.
Speed – our ‘Sales in a Box’ offering
C Centric’s Sales in a Box is aimed at achieving fastest turn-around and the
quickest ROI for your business. Our implementation methodology and packaged
solution helps you get up and running within a matter of 3 weeks. ‘Sales in a
box’ delivers all the critical sales features for your organization in a controlled,
contained and time-bound manner.

Driven by best-practices
Our
sales
implementation
methodology is driven by industry
best-practices.
The
team
understands your CRM goals and
to come up with a detailed
recommendations, implementation
road-map, guidelines, and even
solution prototypes right at the
beginning of the project. Leverage
our
vast
experience
of
implementing some of the most
complex sales enablement projects

Contained & Timebound
We understand that time is the
most precious resource you have.
In our implementation, we ensure
that the timelines are never
compromised. We get you live in 3
weeks with all the crucial sales
functions in place.
We leverage our preconfigured
business processes, templates,
import routines & designs to
ensure that we meet all your critical
requirements and start using the
system

To know more, write to us at sales@ccentric.co
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Why ‘SPEED’?
•

Best-of-breed sales features
combines with best-in-class
implementation methodology

•

A team of CRM experts to
guide you, every step of the
way

•

Emphasis on usage rather than
feature spread. Most critical
features are implemented in
the shortest possible time to
ensure highest ROI

•

Microsoft’s cloud hosting
services provides high
availability, exceptional
security and zero maintenance.

Best-of-breed solution &
Infrastructure
MS Dynamics Sales CRM, along
with C Centric’s templates, tales
care of all your sales needs. the
solution helps you create and
manage leads from all channels,
nurture opportunities, manage
accounts and contacts, manage
sales pipeline and sales forecast.
Mobile enablement ensures that all
information is available on the go.
Use the power of Microsoft Cloud,
Keep
your
investments
and
infrastructure cost low. Pay as you
go. Assess usage and ROI, fine-tune
processes before expanding.

